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TO 

ULF HELLSTEN 

Ske din vilja, sasom i Skovde sa ock i Hjo 

'Things and actions are what they are, and the 
consequences of them will be what they will be; 
why, then, should we desire to be deceived?'
BUTLER, Sermon on the Character rif Balaam 
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INTRODUCTION 

IN the Introduction to the recently issued volume of selected 
essays, entitled Ethics and the History cif Philosophy, I said that I 
hoped to be able to publish a further selection of papers cover

ing the topics of Psychical Research, Religion, and Politics. The 
present volume is the fulfilment of that hope. 

As before, I will begin by thanking those who have so kindly 
allowed me to reprint papers of which they own the copyright. 
For permission to republish the essays entitled The Relevance of 
Psychical Research to Philosophy, Mr. Dunne's Theory of Time, The 
Present Relations cif Science and Religion, and Some Common Fallacies in 
Political Thinking, I have to thank the Editor of Philosophy. The 
papers entitled Henry Sidgwick and Psychical Research, Immanuel Kant 
and Psychical Research, and Normal Cognition, Clairvoyance, and Tele
pathy, were contributed to the Proceedings of the S.P.R., and I am 
grateful to the Council of that Society for allowing me to reprint 
them. To the Editor of the Hibbert Journal I am indebted for per
mission to use the articles entitled Validity of Belief in a Personal 
God and Bishop Butler as a Theologian. The essay entitled Arguments 
for the Existence of God appeared originally in the Journal of Theolo
gical Studies. It is now reprinted by kind permission of the Dele
gates of the Clarendon Press, to whom and to the Editor I wish to 
express my thanks. The essay entitled War Thoughts in Peace Time 
was originally delivered as the Earl Grey Lecture at King's 
College, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and afterwards issued as a pam
phlet. It has long been out ofprint. I gratefully acknowledge the 
kind permission of the College to republish it here. 

Beside War Thoughts in Peace Time several of the other essays 
here reprinted were originally delivered as lectures on special 
occasions. The paper on Normal Cognition, Clairvoyance, and 
Telepathy is an expanded version of the address which I gave to 
the S.P.R. on taking office as its President for the year 1935-6. 
That on Henry Sidgwick and Psychical Research was delivered 
as a lecture to the S.P.R. in 1938 on the occasion of the centenary 
of Sidgwick's birth. It slightly overlaps, but largely supplements, 
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he paper on Henry Sidgwick in the preceding volume of my 
selected essays. 

Three of the four papers in the Section entitled Religion were 
initially given as lectures. That on Bishop Butler as a Theologian 
was a public lecture held in Bristol early in the 192o's when I was 
Professor there. The paper on the Validity ofBeliefin a Personal 
God was an address given by request to a meeting of the Student 
Christian Movement in Cambridge. I twas published in 1925. The 
article on the Present Relations of Science and Religion is an 
expanded version of a lecture given in I939 to what was then 
called the British Institute of Philosophy. 

I am somewhat diffident of republishing these papers on reli
gious topics. I have no religious beliefs and, so far as I can judge, 
I am completely devoid of anything that could fairly be called 
religious or mystical experience. I fully realize that this is a serious 
disability. Some people would say that for me to write on these 
matters is as if a colour-blind man should pose as an art critic or a 
tone-deaf one as an expert on music. This, however, seems to me 
to be an objection based partly on a false analogy and partly on a 
failure to recognize the limited nature of my undertaking. I am 
concerned simply with the appraisal of arguments, which are held 
by those who use them to be either demonstrative or probable. For 
that limited task I have the necessary training and aptitude, and 
I do not see why my judgment should not be ~s good as another's. 
I would add that, so far as I am aware, I have no anti-religious 
emotions or interests. For a contemporary Englishman to excite 
himself about the dangers of clericalism is, to my mind, as if a 
man in the jaws of a lion were to make a fuss about a flea-bite. 

All the papers are reprinted unchanged save for very few and 
very slight verbal alterations. In the case of two of them, viz. War 
Thoughts in Peace Time and Immanuel Kant and Psychical Research, I 
have thought it desirable to append some supplementary remarks. 
The former lecture was delivered in I 93 I, some two years before 
the appointment of Hitler as German Chancellor. At that time 
there seemed to be no immediate prospect of another world-war. 
Since then the second has taken place, and now the odds would 
seem to be somewhat in favour of the occurrence of a third in the 
fairly near future. It is therefore of interest to myself, and it may 
possibly be of interest to some of my readers, to review very briefly 
the main points in that lecture in the light of after events and 
present circumstances. The paper on Immanuel Kant and Psy
chical Research appeared in the Proceedings of the S.P.R. in I950. 
It led to correspondence which brought to my notice certain 
sources of information about Kant and about Swedenborg of 
which I was unaware at the time of writing. I have also had the 
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opportunity of making certain inquiries in Sweden this summer 
during my annual visit to what I can only call my second father
land. Nothing that I have since learned necessitates any material 
alteration in what I had written, but it seemed worth while to 
embody the additional information, positive and negative, in a 
brief supplementary note. 

Trinity College 
Cambridge 
December 1951 

c. D. BROAD 
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SECTION ONE 

PSYCHICAL RESEARCH 
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THE RELEVANCE OF PSYCHICAL 

RESEARCH TO PHILOSOPHY 

IWILL begin this paper by stating in rough outline what I con
sider to be the relevance of psychical research to philosophy, and 
I shall devote the rest of it to developing this preliminary state

ment in detail. 
In my opinion psychical research is highly relevant to philosophy 

for the following reasons. There are certain limiting principles 
which we unhesitatingly take for granted as the framework within 
which all our practical activities and our scientific theories are con
fined. Some of these seem to be self-evident. Others are so over
whelmingly supported by all the empirical facts which fall within 
the range of ordinary experience and the scientific elaborations of 
it (including under this heading orthodox psychology) that it 
hardly enters our heads to question them. Let us call these Basic 
Limiting Principles. Now psychical research is concerned with al
leged events which seem prima facie to conflict with one or more 
of these principles. Let us call any event which seems prima facie 
to do this an Ostensibly Paranormal Event. 

A psychical researcher has to raise the following questions about 
any ostensibly paranormal event which he investigates. (I) Did it 
really happen? Has it been accurately observed and correctly des
cribed? ( 2) Supposing that it really did happen and has been 
accurately observed and correctly described, does it really conflict 
with any of the basic limiting principles? Can it not,fairly be re
garded merely as a strange coincidence, not outside the bounds of 
probability? Failing that, can it not be explained by reference to 
already known agents and laws? Failing that, can it not be ex
plained by postulating agents or laws or both, which have not 
hitherto been recognized, but which fall within the framework of 
accepted basic limiting principles? 

Now it might well have happened that every alleged ostensibly 
paranormal event which had been carefully investigated by a com
petent psychical researcher was found either not to have occurred 
at all, or to have been misdescribed in important respects, or to be 

7 
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a chance-coincidence not beyond the bounds of probability, or to 
be susceptible of an actual or hypothetical explanation within the 
framework of the basic limiting principles. If that had been so, 
philosophy could afford to ignore psychical research; for it is no 
part of its duty to imitate the White Knight by carrying a mouse
trap when it goes out riding, on the offchance that there might be 
mice in the saddle. But that is not how things have in fact turned 
out. It will be enough at present to refer to a single instance, viz., 
Dr. Soal's experiments on card-guessing with Mr. Shackleton as 
subject, of which I gave a full account in Philosophy in 1944. There 
can be no doubt that the events described happened and were 
correctly 1eported; that the odds against chance-coincidence piled 
up to billions to one; and that the nature of the events, which in
volved both telepathy and precognition, conflicts with one or more 
of the basic limiting principles. 

Granted that psychical research has established the occurrence 
of events which conflict with one or more of the basic limiting prin
ciples, one might still ask: How does this concern philosophy? Well, 
I think that there are some definitions of 'philosophy', according 
to which it would not be concerned with these or any other newly 
discovered facts, no matter how startling. Suppose that philosophy 
consists in accepting without question, and then attempting to 
analyse, the beliefs which are common to contemporary plain men 
in Europe and North America, i.e., roughly the beliefs which such 
persons acquired uncritically in their nurseries and have since 
found no occasion to doubt. Then, perhaps, the only relevance of 
psychical research to philosophy would be to show that philosophy 
is an even more trivial academic exercise than plain men had been 
inclined to suspect. But, if we can judge of what philosophy is by 
what great philosophers have done in the past, its business is by no 
means confined to accepting without question, and trying to ana
lyse, the beliefs held in common by contemporary European and 
North American plain men. Judged by that criterion, philosophy 
involves at least two other closely connected activities, which I call 
Synopsis and S;'nthesis. Synopsis is the deliberate viewing together of 
aspects of human experience which, for one reason or another, are 
generally kept apart by the plain man and even by the professional 
scientist or scholar. The object of synopsis is to try to find out how 
these various aspects are inter-related. Synthesis is the attempt to 
supply a coherent set of concepts and principles which shall cover 
satisfactorily all the regions offact which have been viewed synop
tically. 

Now what I have called the basic limiting principles are plainly 
of great philosophical importance in connection with synopsis and 
synthesis. These principles do cover very satisfactorily an enormous 
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range of well-established facts of the most varied kinds. We are 
quite naturally inclined to think that they must be all-embracing; 
we are correspondingly loth to accept any alleged fact which 
seems to conflict with them; and, if we are forced to accept it, we 
strive desperately to house it within the accepted framework. But 
just in proportion to the philosophic importance of the basic limit
ing principles is the philosophic importance of any well-established 
exception to them. The speculative philosopher who is honest and 
competent will want to widen his synopsis so as to include these 
facts; and he will want to revise his fundamental concepts and 
basic limiting principles in such a way as to include the old and 
the new facts in a single coherent system. 

The Basic Limiting Principles 

I will now state some of the most important of the basic limiting 
principles which, apart from the findings of psychical research, are 
commonly accepted either as self-evident or as established by over
whelming and uniformly favourable empirical evidence. These 
fall into four main divisions, and in some of the divisions there are 
several principles. 

(I) General Principles of Causation. (I. I) It is self-evidently im
possible that an event should begin to have any effects before it has 
happened. 

( 1.2) It is impossible that an event which ends at a certain date 
should contribute to cause an event which begins at a later date 
unless the period between the two dates is occupied in one or other 
of the following ways: (i) The earlier event initiates a process of 
change, which continues throughout the period and at the end of 
it contributes to initiate the later event. Or (ii) the earlier event 
initiates some kind of structural modification which persists 
throughout the period. This begins to co-operate at the end of the 
period with some change which is then taking place, and together 
they cause the later event. 

( 1.3) It is impossible that an event, happening at a certain date 
and place, should produce an effect at a remote place unless a 
finite period elapses between the tw9 events, and unless that period 
is occupied by a causal chain of events occurring successively at a 
series of points forming a continuous path between the two places. 

(2) Limitations on the Action of Mind on Matter. It is impossible for 
an event in a person's mind to produce directly any change in the 
material world except certain changes in his own brain. It is true 
that it seems to him that many of his volitions produce directly 
certain movements in his fingers, feet, throat, tongue, etc. These 
are what he wills, and he knows nothing about the changes in his 
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brain. Nevertheless, it is these brain-changes which are the im
mediate consequences of his volitions; and the willed movements 
of his fingers, etc., follow, if they do so, only as rather remote 
causal descendants. 

(3) Dependence of Mind on Brain. A necessary, even if not a suffi
cient, immediate condition of any mental event is an event in the 
brain of a living body. Each different mental event is immediately 
conditioned by a different brain-event. Qualitatively dissimilar 
mental events are immediately conditioned by qualitatively dis
similar brain-events, and qualitatively similar mental events are 
immediately conditioned by qualitatively similar brain-events. 
Mental events which are so inter-connected as to be experiences 
of the same person are immediately conditioned by brain-events 
which happen in the same brain. If two mental events are experi
ences of different persons, they are in general immediately condi
tioned by brain-events which occur in different brains. This is not, 
however, a rule without exceptions. In the first place, there are 
occasional but quite common experiences, occurring in sleep or 
delirium, whose immediate conditions are events in a certain 
brain, but which are so loosely connected with each other or with 
the stream of normal waking experiences conditioned by events in 
that brain that they scarcely belong to any recognizable person. 
Secondly, there are cases of multiple personality, described and 
treated by psychiatrists. Here the experiences which are immedi
ately conditioned by events in a single brain seem to fall into two 
or more sets, each of which constitutes the experiences of a differ
ent person. Such different persons are, however, more closely 
interconnected in certain ways than two persons whose respective 
experiences are immediately conditioned by events in different 
brains. 

(4) Limitations on Ways of acquiring Knowledge. (4.1) It is imposs
ible for a person to perceive a phys~cal event or a material thing 
except by means of sensations which that event or thing produces 
in his mind. The object perceived is not the immediate cause of the 
sensations by which a person perceives it. The immediate cause of 
these is always a certain event in the percipient's brain; and the 
perceived object is (or is the seat of) a rather remote causal ances
tor of this brain-event. The intermediate links in the causal chain 
are, first, a series of events in the space between the perceived 
object and the percipient's body; then an event in a receptor 
organ, such as his eye or ear; and then a series of events in the 
nerve connecting this receptor organ to his brain. When this 
causal chain is completed, and a sensory experience arises in the 
percipient's mind, that experience is not a state of acquaintance 
with the perceived external object, either as it was at the moment 
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when it initiated this sequence of events or as it now is. The quali
tative and relational character of the sensation is wholly deter
mined by the event in the brain which is its immediate condition; 
and the character of the latter is in part dependent on the nature 
and state of the afferent nerve, of the receptor organ, and of the 
medium between the receptor and the perceived object. 

(4.2) It is impossible for A to know what experiences B is having 
or has had except in one or other of the following ways. (i) By 
hearing and understanding sentences, descriptive of that experi
ence, uttered by B, or by reading and understanding such sen
tences, written by B, or reproductions or translations of them. (I 
include under these headings messages in Morse or any other 
artificial language which is understood by A.) (ii) By hearing and 
interpreting cries which B makes, or seeing and interpreting his 
gestures, facial expressions, etc. (iii) By seeing, and making con
scious or unconscious inferences from, persistent material records, 
such as tools, pottery, pictures, etc., which B has made or used in 
the past. (I include under this head seeing copies or transcrip
tions, etc., of such objects.) 

Similar remarks apply, mutatis mutandis, to the conditions under 
which A can acquire from B knowledge of facts which B knows or 
acquaintance with propositions which B contemplates. Suppose 
that B knows a certain fact or is contemplating a certain proposi
tion. Then the only way in which A can acquire from B knowledge 
of that fact or acquaintance with that proposition is by B stating it 
in sentences or other symbolic expressions which A can under
stand, and by A perceiving those expressions themselves, or repro
ductions or translations of them, and interpreting them. 

(4.3) It is impossible for a person to forecast, except by chance, 
that an event of such and such a kind will happen at such and such 
a place and time except under one or other of the following con
ditions. (i) By making an inference from data supplied to him by 
his present sensations, introspections, or memories, together with 
his knowledge of certain rules of sequence which have hitherto 
prevailed in nature. (ii) By accepting from others, whom he trusts, 
either such data or such rules or both, and then making his own 
inferences; or by accepting from others the inferences which they 
have made from data which they claim to have had and regulari
ties which they claim to have verified. (iii) By non-inferential 
expectations, based on associations which have been formed by 
certain repeated sequences in his past experience and which are 
now stimulated by some present experience. 

It should be noted here that, when the event to be forecast by a 
person is a future experience or action of himself or of another 
person, we have a rather special case, which is worth particular 
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mention, although it falls under one or other of the above head
ings. A may be able to forecast that he himselfwill have a certain 
experience or do a certain action, because he knows introspec
tively that he has formed a certain intention. He may be able to 
forecast that B will have a certain experience or do a certain action, 
because he has reason to believe, either from B's explicit state
ments or from other signs, that B has formed a certain intention. 

(4.4) It is impossible for a person to know or have reason to 
believe that an event of such and such a kind happened at such 
and such a place and time in the past except under one or another 
of the following conditions. (i) That the event was an experience 
which he himself had during the lifetime ofhis present body; that 
this left a trace in him which has lasted until now; and that this 
trace can be stimulated so as to give rise in him to a memory of that 
past experience. (ii) That the event was one which he witnessed 
during the lifetime of his present body; that the experience of wit
nessing it left a trace in him which has lasted till now; and that he 
now remembers the event witnessed, even though he may not be 
able to remember the experience of witnessing it. (iii) That the 
event was experienced or witnessed by someone else, who now 
remembers it and tells this person about it. (iv) That the event was 
experienced or witnessed by someone (whether this person him
self or another), who made a record of it either at the time or after
wards from memory; that this record or copies or translations of it 
have survived; and that it is now perceptible by and intelligible to 
this person. (These four methods may be summarized under the 
heads of present memory, or testimony based on present memory 
or on records of past perceptions or memories.) (v) Explicit or 
implicit inference, either made by the person himself or made by 
others and accepted by him on their authority, from data sup
plied by present sense-perception, introspection, or memory, to
gether with knowledge of certain laws of nature. 

I do not assert that these nine instances of basic limiting prin
ciple are exhaustive, or that they are all logically independent of 
each other. But I think that they will suffice as examples of impor
tant restrictive principles of very wide range, which are commonly 
accepted to-day by educated plain men and by scientists in Europe 
and America. 

General Remarks on Psychical Research 

I turn now to psychical research. Before going into detail I will 
make some general remarks about its data, methods and 
affiliations. 

(I) The subject may be, and has been, pursued in two ways. 
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(i) As a critical investigation of accounts of events which, if they 
happened at all, did so spontaneously under conditions which had 
not been deliberately pre-arranged and cannot be repeated at 
will. (ii) As an experimental study, in which the investigator 
raises a definite question and pre-arranges the conditions so that 
the question will be answered in this, that, or the other way 
according as this, that, or the other observable event happens 
under the conditions. An extreme instance of the former is pro
vided by the investigation of stories ofthe following kind. A asserts 
that he has had an hallucinatory waking experience of a very 
specific and uncommon kind, and that this experience either 
imitated in detail or unmistakably symbolized a certain crisis in 
the life of a certain other person, B, e.g. death or a serious accident 
or sudden illness, which happened at roughly the same time. A 
claims that B was many miles away at the time, that he had no 
normal reason to expect that such an event would happen to B, 
and that he received no information of the event by normal means 
until afterwards. An extreme instance of the latter is provided by 
the card-guessing experiments of Dr. Soal in England or of Pro
fessor Rhine and his colleagues in U.S.A. 

Intermediate between these two extremes would be any care
fully planned and executed set of sittings with a trance-medium, 
such as the late Mr. Saltmarsh held with Mrs. Warren Elliott and 
described in Vol. XXXIX of the S.P.R. Proceedings. In such cases the 
procedure is experimental at least in the following respects. A 
note-taker takes down everything that is said by sitter or medium, 
so that there is a permanent record from which an independent 
judge can estimate to a considerable extent whether the medium 
was 'fishing' and whether the sitter was inadvertently giving hints. 
Various techniques are used in order to try to estimate objectively 
whether the statements of the medium which are alleged to con
cern a certain dead person do in fact fit the peculiarities of that 
person and the circumstances of his life to a significantly closer 
degree than might be expected from mere chance coincidence. On 
the other hand, the procedure is non-experimental in so far as the 
sitter cannot ensure that the utterances of the entranced medium 
shall refer to pre-arranged topics or answer pre-arranged ques
tions. He must be prepared to hear and to have recorded an im
mense amount of apparently irrelevant twaddle, in the hope that 
something importantly relevant to his investigation may be em
bedded in it. 

(2) It seems to me that both methods are important, and that 
they stand in the following relations to each other. The sporadic 
cases, if genuine and really paranormal, are much richer in con
tent and more interesting psychologically than the results of ex-
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periment with cards or drawings. In comparison with the latter 
they are as thunderstorms to the mild electrical effects of rubbing 
a bit of sealing-wax with a silk handkerchief. But, taken in isola
tion from the experimentally established results, they suffer from 
the following defect. Any one of them separately might perhaps be 
regarded as an extraordinary chance coincidence; though I do not 
myself think that this would be a reasonable view to take of them 
collectively, even if they were not supported by experimental 
evidence, when one considers the number and variety of such 
cases which have stood up to critical investigation. But, however 
that may be, there is no means of estimating Just how unlikely it is 
that any one such case, or the whole collection of them, should be 
mere chance coincidence. 

Now, if there were no independent experimental evidence for 
telepathy, clairvoyance, precognition, etc., it would always be 
possible to take the following attitude towards the sporadic cases. 
'Certainly,' it might be said, 'the evidence seems water-tight, and 
the unlikelihood of mere chance coincidence seems enormous, even 
though one cannot assign a numerical measure to it. But, if the 
reported events were genuine, they would involve telepathy or 
clairvoyance or precognition. The antecedent improbability of 
these is practically infinite, whilst there is always a possibility of 
mistake or fraud even in the best attested and most carefully 
checked reports of any complex incident which cannot be repeated 
at will. And there is no coincidence so detailed and improbable 
that it may not happen occasionally in the course of history. There
fore, it is more reasonable to hold that even the best attested 
sporadic cases were either misreported or were extraordinary coin
cidences than to suppose that they happened as reported and that 
there was a causal connection between A's experience and the 
nearly contemporary event in B's life to which it seemed to 
correspond.' 

Now, whether this attitude would or would not be reasonable in 
the absence of experimental cases, it is not reasonable when the 
latter are taken into account and the sporadic cases are con
sidered in relation to them. In card-guessing experiments, e.g. we 
can assign a numerical value to the most probable number of cor
rect guesses in a given number of trials on the supposition that 
chance coincidence is the only factor involved. We can also assign 
a numerical value to the probability that, if chance coincidence 
only were involved, the actual number of correct guesses would 
exceed the most probable number by more than a given amount. 
We can then go on repeating the experiments, under precisely 
similar conditions, hundreds or thousands of times, with indepen
dent witnesses, elaborate checks on the records, and so on. 
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Now Dr. Soal, Professor Rhine and his colleagues, and Mr. 
Tyrrell, working quite independently of each other, have found 
that certain subjects can cognize correctly, with a frequency so 
greatly above chance-expectation that the odds against such an 
excess being fortuitous are billions to one, what another person has 
been and is no longer perceiving, what he is contemporaneously perceiving, 
and what he will not begin to perceive until a few seconds later. This 
happens under conditions where there is no possibility of relevant 
information being conveyed to the subject by normal sensory 
means, and where there is no possibility of his consciously or un
consciously inferring the future event from any data available to 
him at the time. It follows that the antecedent improbability of 
paranormal cognition, whether post-cognitive, simultaneous, or 
pre-cognitive, cannot reasonably be treated as practically infinite 
in the sporadic cases. These paranormal kinds of cognition must be 
reckoned with as experimentally verified possibilities, and, in view 
of this, it seems reasonable to accept and to build upon the best 
attested sporadic cases. 

(3) The findings of psychical research should not be taken in 
complete isolation. It is useful to consider many of them in con
nexion with certain admitted facts which fall within the range of 
orthodox abnormal psychology and psychiatry. The latter facts 
form the best bridge between ordinary common sense and natural 
science (including normal psychology), on the one hand, and psy
chical research, on the other. As I have already mentioned in 
connexion with Principle 3, the occurrence of dreams and deli
rium and the cases of multiple personality would suffice, even in 
the absence of all paranormal phenomenona, to qualify the dogma 
that, if two mental events are experiences of different persons, they 
are always immediately conditioned by events in different brains. 
We can now go further than this. There are obvious and important 
analogies between the phenomena oftrance-mediumship and those 
of alternating personality unaccompanied by alleged paranormal 
phenomena. Again, the fact of dreaming, and the still more start
ling facts of experimentally induced hypnotic hallucinations, show 
that each of us has within himself the power to produce, in response 
to suggestions from within or without, a more or less coherent 
quasi-sensory presentation of ostensible things and persons, which 
may easily be taken for a scene from the ordinary world of normal 
waking life. Cases of veridical hallucination corresponding to re
mote contemporary events, instances of haunted rooms, and so on, 
are slightly less incredible when regarded as due to this normal 
power, abnormally stimulated on rare occasions by a kind of 
hypnotic suggestion acting telepathically. It is certainly wise to 
press this kind of explanation as far as it will go, though one must 
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be prepared for the possibility that it will not cover all the cases 
which we have to accept as genuine. 

(4) If paranormal cognition and paranormal causation are 
facts, then it is quite likely that they are not confined to those very 
rare occasions on which they either manifest themselves sporadic
ally in a spectacular way or to those very special conditions in 
which their presence can be experimentally established. They may 
well be continually operating in the background of our normal 
lives. Our understanding of, and our misunderstandings with, our 
fellow-men; our general emotional mood on certain occasions; the 
ideas which suddenly arise in our minds without any obvious in
trospectable cause; our unaccountable immediate emotional reac
tions towards certain persons; our sudden decisions where the 
introspectable motives seem equally balanced; and so on; all these 
may be in part determined by paranormal cognition and para
normal causal influences. 

In this connexion it seems to me that the following physical 
analogy is illuminating. Human beings have no special sensations 
in presence of magnetic fields. Had it not been for the two very 
contingent facts that there are loadstones, and that the one element 
(iron) which is strongly susceptible to magnetic influence is fairly 
common on earth, the existence of magnetism might have re
mained unsuspected to this day. Even so, it was regarded as a 
kind of mysterious anomaly until its connexion with electricity 
was discovered and we gained the power to produce strong mag
netic fields at will. Yet, all this while, magnetic fields had existed, 
and had been producing effects, whenever and wherever electric 
currents were passing. Is it not possible that natural mediums 
might be comparable to loadstones; that paranormal influences 
are as pervasive as magnetism; and that we fail to recognize this 
only because our knowledge and control of them are at about the 
same level as were men's knowledge and control of magnetism 
when Gilbert wrote his treatise on the magnet? 

Established Results of Psychical Research 

We can now consider in detail some well-established results of 
psychical research, which seem prima facie to conflict with one or 
more of our basic limiting principles. 

I will begin with paranormal cognition. As I have said, the 
existence of this has been abundantly verified experimentally, and 
this fact makes it reasonable to accept the best attested and most 
carefully investigated of the sporadic cases as genuine instances of 
it. The following general remarks seem to be worth making about it. 

( r) In much of the experimental work the word 'cognition' must 
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be interpreted behaviouristically, at least as regards the subject's 
introspectable mental processes. In Dr. Soal's experiments, e.g. 
the agent acts as if he often knows what card has been, or is now 
being, or very soon will be, looked at by the agent in an adjoining 
room. He does so in the following sense. He already knows that 
each of the cards bears a picture of one or other of a certain set of 
five animals. Whenever he receives a signal to inform him that the 
agent has just turned up a card he immediately writes down the 
initial letter of the name of one of these five animals. It is found 
that the letter thus written agrees with the name of the animal on 
the card which will next be turned up by the agent so often that the 
odds against such an excess of hits being a mere matter of chance 
are about ro3s to r. Now the subject says that he writes down the 
initial letter 'almost automatically' and that he seldom gets a mental 
image of the animal depicted. Again, he is not consciously aiming 
at guessing the nature of the card which will next be turned up. In 
the earlier experiments at least he was aiming at the card wh ch 
he knew that the agent was then looking at. Lastly, a whole series 
of 25 cards are turned up in fairly rapid succession, the average 
interval being about 2·5 seconds. The behaviouristic character of 
the whole process is even more marked in Mr. Tyrrell's experi
ments. If there is genuine cognition, it takes place at some level 
which is not introspectable by the subject. 

( 2) A most interesting fact, which has been noted by several 
experimenters, is the occurrence of significantly negative results, i.e. 
scores which are so much below chance-expectation that the odds 
against getting such poor results merely by chance are enormous. 
In order consistently to score below chance-expectation the sub
ject must presumably know at some level of his consciousness what 
the target card is, and must for some reason be impelled to write 
down some other alternative. 

(3) It has been common for writers and experimenters in psy
chical research to subdivide paranormal cognition into telepathy, 
clairvoyance, precognition, etc. It should be noted, however, that 
the establishment of the occurrence of precognition makes it diffi
cult in the case of many successful experiments to classify the 
results with confidence under any one of these heads. They are 
evidence for paranormal cognition of some kind, but it is uncertain 
of which kind. 

I will now go a little further into this matter. We must allow for 
the following alternatives, which do not necessarily exclude each 
other. A causal condition of A's present paranormal cognition of x 
might be of any of the following kinds. (i) His own future normal 
cognition of x. This may be called a precognitive autoscopic condition. 
(ii) Another person's past, contemporary, or future normal cog-
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nition of x. This may be called a telepathic condition, and, accord
ing to the temporal circumstances, it will be called post-cognitive, 
simultaneous, or precognitive. 

Now in any actual case of paranormal cognition we can raise 
the question, with regard to each of these conditions or any com
bination of them, whether it was necessary and whether it was 
sufficient. It cannot have been necessary if the instance occurred 
in its absence. It cannot be known to have been sufficient, though 
it may in fact have been so, if others of these conditions were ful
filled in addition to it. If we could verify the occurrence of a para
normal cognition in a case where all these conditions were known 
to be absent, we might describe it as an instance of pure clair
voyance, which might be either post-cognitive, simultaneous, or pre
cognitive. It should be noted that the word 'clairvoyance', as I 
have just defined it, is a negative term. It denotes merely the 
occurrence of paranormal cognition in the absence of the auto
scopic and the telepathic conditions. It is plainly difficult to 
imagine a case, in regard to which one could feel sure that it was 
purely clairvoyant. In order to be sure that A's ostensible cogni
tion of x was not conditioned either autoscopically or telepathic
ally we should have to know that neither A himself nor anyone 
else would ever come to cognize x normally and that no one else 
either had cognized or was cognizing x normally at the time when 
A's experience occurred. It is plain that all th.ese negative condi
tions are seldom fulfilled. And, if they were, it is hard to see how 
A himself or anyone else could ascertain whether A's ostensible 
cognition of x was veridical or delusive. 

It does not follow that there are no cases of clairvoyance. For 
one or other of the autoscopic or telepathic conditions might be 
present in a particular case of paranormal cognition, but might 
either be not operating at all or be merely supplementing clair
voyance. Nor does it follow that there might not be cases in which 
an explanation in terms of autoscopy or telepathy, though poss
ible, would be so far-fetched that it might be more plausible to 
describe them as instances of clairvoyance. 

In Soal's experiments the autoscopic condition was absent; for 
the subject was not afterwards informed of the actual cards which 
had been turned up, and so could not have been autoscopically 
precognizing his own future state of normal information. Again, 
Soal interspersed among the normal runs of guesses, in which the 
agent took up the card and looked at it, other runs in which the 
agent merely touched the back of the card without looking at it. 
These variations were introduced sometimes with and sometimes 
without telling the subject. Now, in the interspersed runs the num
ber of successful guesses sank to the level of chance-expectation, 
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whilst in the normal runs, among which they were interspersed, it 
was very significantly above chance-expectation. So it would seem 
that, with this subject and these agents at any rate, the telepathic 
condition (in the precognitive form) is necessary to success. 

In Mr. Tyrrell's experiments, however (S.P.R. Proceedings, Vol. 
xuv), the subject scored very significantly above chance-expecta
tion under conditions where precognitive autoscopy and every 
kind of telepathy seem to be excluded. These experiments were of 
a very different nature and with a different subject. Here the 
agent would press one or other of five keys connected with small 
lamps in five light-tight boxes. The subject had to open the lid of 
the box in which she believed that the lamp had been lighted. 
Successes and failures were scored mechanically on a moving band 
of paper. Tyrrell introduced a commutator between the keys and 
the lamps. The effect of this was that the same key would light 
different lamps on different occasions, and that the agent would 
never know which lamp he was lighting when he pressed any par
ticular key. Moreover, the automatic recorder merely marked 
success or failure; it did not show which box was responsible for any 
particular success. So it would not help the subject if she were pre
cognitively aware either of her own or of the experimenter's sub
sequent normal perception of the record. It could seem, therefore, 
that there is good evidence for paranormal cognition under purely 
clairvoyant conditions. Good evidence under these conditions is 
also claimed by Professor Rhine and his colleagues. 

The Established Results and the Basic Limiting Principles 

We are now in a position to confront our nine basic limiting 
principles with the results definitely established by experimental 
psychical research. 

( 1) Any paranormal cognition obtained under precognitive 
conditions, whether autoscopic or telepathic, seems prima facie to 
conflict with Principle 1. 1. For the occurrence of the cognition 
seems to be in part determined by an event which will not happen 
until after it has occurred: e.g. in Soal's experiments the subject's 
act of writing down the initial letter of the name of a certain 
animal seems in many cases to be in part determined by the fact 
that the agent will a few seconds later be looking at a card on 
which that animal is depicted. 

It also conflicts with Principle 4·3· For we should not count the 
forecasting of an event as an instance of paranormal cognition, un
less we had convinced ourselves that the subject's success could not 
be accounted for either by his own inferences, or by his knowledge 
of inferences made by others, or by non-inferential expectations 
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based on associations formed in his mind by repeated experiences 
of sequence in the past. Now in the case of such experiments as Dr. 
Soal's and Professor Rhine's all these kinds of explanation are ruled 
out by the design of the experiment. And in some of the best cases 
of sporadic precognition it seems practically certain that no such 
explanation can be given. 

It seems to me fairly plain that the establishment ofparanormal 
precognition requires a radical change in our conception of time, 
and probably a correlated change in our conception of causation. 
I do not believe that the modifications introduced into the notion 
of physical time and space by the Theory of Relativity are here 
relevant, except in the very general sense that they help to free our 
minds from inherited prejudices and to make us more ready to 
contemplate startling possibilities in this department. Suppose, 
e.g. that a person has an autoscopic paranormal precognition of 
some experience which he will have some time later. I do not see 
that anything that the Theory of Relativity tells us about the 
placing and dating of physical events by means of measuring-rods 
and clocks regulated by light-signals can serve directly to make 
such a pact intelligible. 

( 2) Paranormal cognition which takes place under conditions 
which are telepathic but not precognitive does not conflict with 
Principles I. I and 4·3· But it does seemprimafacie to conflict with 
Principle 4.2, and also with Principles 2, 1.3 and 3· 

As regards Principle 4.2, we should not count A's knowledge of 
a contemporary or past experience of B's as paranormal, unless we 
had convinced ourselves that A had not acquired it by any of the 
normal means enumerated in that Principle. The same remarks 
apply mutatis mutandis to A's acquiring from B knowledge of a fact 
known to the latter, or to A's becoming aware of a proposition 
which B is contemplating. Now, in the experimental cases of 
simultaneous or post-cognitive telepathy all possibilities of normal 
communication are carefully excluded by the nature of the ex
perimental arrangements. And in the best of the sporadic cases 
there seems to be no reasonable doubt that they were in fact ex
cluded. In many well attested and carefully investigated cases the 
two persons concerned were hundreds of miles apart, and out of 
reach of telephones and similar means of long-distance communi
cation, at the time when the one had an experience which corre
sponded to an outstanding and roughly contemporary experience 
in the other. 

If non-precognitive telepathy is to be consistent with Principle 3, 
we must suppose that an immediate necessary condition of A's 
telepathic cognition of B's experience is a certain event in A's 
brain. If it is to be consistent with Principle 2, we cannot suppose 
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that this event in A's brain js produced directly by the experience of 
B which A telepathically cognizes. For Principle 2 asserts that the 
only change in the material world which an event in a person's 
mind can directly produce is a change in that person's own brain. 
If, further, it is to be consistent with Principle I .3, the event in B's 
brain, which is the immediate consequence in the material world 
of his experience, cannot directly cause the event in A's brain which 
is the immediate necessary condition of A's telepathic cognition of 
B's experience. For there is a spatial gap between these two brain
events; and Principle 1.3 asserts that a finite period must elapse 
and that this must be occupied by a causal chain of events occur
ring successively at a series of points forming a continuous path 
between the two events. 

So, if non-precognitive telepathy is to be reconciled with Prin
ciples 3, 2 and I ·3 taken together, it must be thought of as taking 
place in the following way. B's experience has as its immediate 
concomitant or consequence a certain event in B's brain. This 
initiates some kind of transmissive process which, after an interval 
of time, crosses the gap between B's body and A's body. There it 
gives rise to a certain change in A's brain, and this is an immediate 
necessary condition of A's telepathic cognition of B's experience. 
I suspect that many people think vaguely of non-precognitive 
telepathy as a process somewhat analogous to the broadcasting of 
sounds or pictures. And I suspect that familiarity with the existence 
of wireless broadcasting, together with ignorance of the nature of 
the processes involved in it, has led many of our contemporaries, for 
completely irrelevant and invalid reasons, to accept the possibility 
of telepathy far more readily than their grandparents would have 
done, and to ignore the revolutionary consequences of the 
admission. 

There is nothing in the known facts to lend any colour to this 
picture of the process underlying them. There is nothing to sug
gest that there is always an interval between the occurrence of an 
outstanding experience in B and the occurrence of a paranormal 
cognition of it in A, even when B's and A's bodies are very widely 
separated. When there is an interval there is nothing to suggest 
that it is correlated in any regular way with the distance between 
the two person's bodies at the time. This in itself would cast doubt 
on the hypothesis that, in all such cases, the interval is occupied by 
a causal chain of events occurring successively at a series of points 
forming a continuous path between the two places. Moreover, the 
frequent conjunction in experimental work of precognitive with 
non-precognitive telepathy, under very similar conditions, makes 
it hard to believe that the processes involved in the two are fun
damentally different. But it is plain that the picture of a causal 
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chain of successive events from an event in B's brain through the 
intervening space to an event in A's brain cannot represent what 
happens in precognitive telepathy. Then, again, there is no inde
pendent evidence for such an intermediating causal chain of 
events. Lastly, there is no evidence for holding that·an experience 
of B's is more likely to be cognized telepathetically by A if he is in 
B's neighbourhood at the time than if he is far away; or that the 
telepathic cognition, if it happens, is generally more vivid or de
tailed or correct in the former case than in the latter. 

I do not consider that any of these objections singly, or all of 
them together, would conclusively disprove the suggestion that 
non-precognitive telepathy is compatible with Principles 3, 2 and 
I ·3· The suggested account of the process is least unplausible when 
B's original experience takes the form of a visual or auditory per
ception or image, and A's corresponding experience takes the form 
of a visual or auditory image or hallucinatory quasi-perception 
resembling B's in considerable detail. But by no means all cases of 
non-precognitive telepathy take this simple form. 

I can imagine cases, though I do not know whether there are 
any well-established instances of them, which would be almost 
impossible to reconcile with the three Principles in question. Sup
pose, e.g. that B, who understands Sanskrit, reads attentively a 
passage in that tongue enunciating some abstract and character• 
istic metaphysical proposition. Suppose that at about the same 
time his friend A, in a distant place, not knowing a word of Sans
krit, is moved to write down in English a passage which plainly 
corresponds in meaning. Then I do not see how the physical 
transmission theory could be stretched to cover the case. 

(3) If there be paranormal cognition under purely clairvoyant 
conditions, it would seem to constitute an exception to Principle 
4· I. For it would seem to be analogous to normal perception of a 
physical thing or event, in so far as it is not conditioned by the 
subject's own future normal knowledge of that object, or by any 
other person's normal knowledge of it, whether past, contem
porary, or future. And yet, so far as one can see, it is quite unlike 
ordinary sense-perception. For it does not take place by means of 
a sensation, due to the stimulation of a receptor organ by a phy
sical process emanating from the perceived object and the subse
quent transmission of a nervous impulse from the stimulated 
receptor to the brain. 

To sum up about the implications of the various kinds of para
normal cognition. It seems plain that they call for very radical 
changes in a number of our basic limiting principles. I have the 
impression that we should do well to consider much more seriously 
than we have hitherto been inclined to do the type of theory which 
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Bergson put forward in connexion with normal memory and sense
perception. The suggestion is that the function of the brain and 
nervous system and sense-organs is in the main eliminative and not 
productive. Each person is at each moment potentially capable of 
remembering all that has ever happened to him and of perceiving 
everything that is happening anywhere in the universe. The func
tion of the brain and nervous system is to protect us from being 
overwhelmed and confused by this mass of largely useless and 
irrelevant knowledge, by shutting out most of what we should 
otherwise perceive or remember at any moment, and leaving only 
that very small and special selection which is likely to be practically 
useful. An extension or modification of this type of theory seems to 
offer better hopes of a coherent synthesis of normal and paranor
mal cognition than is offered by attempts to tinker with the ortho
dox notion of events in the brain and nervous system generating 
sense-data. 

Another remark which seems relevant here is the following. 
Many contemporary philosophers are sympathetic to some form of 
the so-called 'verification principle', i.e. roughly that a synthetic 
proposition is significant if and only if we can indicate what kind 
of experiences in assignable circumstances would tend to support 
or to weaken it. But this is generally combined with the tacit 
assumption that the only kinds of experience which could tend to 
support or to weaken such a proposition are sense-perceptions, 
introspections, and memories. Ifwe have to accept the occurrence 
of various kinds of paranormal cognition, we ought to extend the 
verification principle to cover the possibility of propositions which 
are validated or invalidated by other kinds of cognitive experience 
beside those which have hitherto been generally admitted. 

The Less Firmly Established Results and the Basic Principles 

So far I have dealt with paranormal facts which have been 
established to the satisfaction of everyone who is familiar with the 
evidence and is not the victim of invincible prejudice. I shall end 
my paper by referring to some alleged paranormal phenomena 
which are not in this overwhelmingly strong position, but which 
cannot safely be ignored by philosophers. 

( 1) Professor Rhine and his colleagues have produced what 
seems to be strong evidence for what they call psycho-kinesis under 
experimental conditions. The experiments take the general form of 
casting dice and trying to influence by volition the result of the 
throw. Some of these experiments are open to one or another of 
various kinds of criticism; and, so far as I am aware, all attempts 
made in England to reproduce the alleged psycho-kinetic effect 


